This is Book Two

Satan & Evil Spirits,
Python

Pg 1 Divination - Familiar Spirit . . .
Pg 10 What! a Religious Spirit?
Pg 16 Four Faces / Manifestations of Python
Pg 18 "This Spirit is Rampant in My Church!"
Pg 19 A Witness Concerning the Snake’s Mind
Pg 21 Python Belittling the Work of the Cross
Pg 25 Python is a Strong Man
Pg 28 The Courts of Heaven
Pg 40 The Mind of Man | Python
Pg 48 "It Takes a Flow Chart to Get Rid of Python!"
Pg 63 Warring Against Python

Book One

Satan & Evil Spirits,
The Enemies of Mankind.

Introduction
Pg 1 The Enemy of Mankind and/or My Experience With the Devil, Himself
Pg 15 How simply Does the Enemy Use the Thoughts of People Against God's Purpose?
Pg 17 The Deep Seed of Anger
Pg 21 My Deliverance From the Spirit of Fear
Pg 27 Pain in Deliverance . . .

By a man God took to heaven.
5th Edition